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The Quintessential Companion: OEM Army Knife 11-in-1 Model SS-0833

In a world where versatility and convenience dictate necessity, the OEM Army Knife

11-in-1 Model SS-0833 emerges as the quintessential companion for the everyday

adventurer, the DIY enthusiast, and the practical gift-giver. Built to endure and

designed to perform, this army knife encapsulates the precision engineering and

affordability that Shieldon Manufacturing & Trading Combo is renowned for.

Timeless Design Meets Modern Versatility

The SS-0833 isn't just another addition to the multi-tool market; it's the culmination

of practical design infused with the versatility required for the modern world. Its
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stainless steel construction promises longevity, while the array of tools packed

within its sleek frame provides myriad solutions to daily challenges.

Durable Materials for Lasting Use

The main body of the SS-0833 is forged from 2CR13 stainless steel, providing a durable

core that's resistant to both corrosion and wear. The stainless steel handle

complements the main body with a matching silver color, offering an elegant and

timeless look that doesn't compromise on strength.

A Design That Fits Your Life

With a closed length of just 3.66 inches and an opened length of 6.1 inches, the SS-0833

is built to be a discreet yet effective presence in any pocket, toolkit, or glove

compartment. It boasts a total thickness of 0.75 inches and a width of 0.91 inches,

providing a substantial grip without the bulk. Weighing in at 3.63 ounces, it's heavy

enough to handle robust tasks yet light enough for everyday carry.

Utility at Your Fingertips

The SS-0833 features 11 essential tools designed to address an impressive range of

tasks:

1. Knife Blade: A sharp and reliable blade for precision cutting.

2. Wood Saw: Sturdy and efficient for cutting through wood with ease.

3. Scissors: Convenient for quick snips on various materials.

4. Bottle Opener: Perfect for those well-deserved breaks.

5. Can Opener: Makes accessing canned provisions a breeze.

6. Phillips Screwdriver: Handy for quick fixes and assembly tasks.

7. Needle: Essential for minor repairs on the go.

8. Corkscrew: A social tool for the impromptu celebration.

https://www.shieldon.net/customization/blade-material/
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9. Nail File: For maintaining polished, clean nails no matter where you are.

10. Nail Cleaner: Keeps you groomed even when life gets rugged.

11. Ice Breaker: An unconventional tool useful for breaking more than just ice.

Each tool is designed to be easily accessible and functional, ensuring that, whether

you're tackling an unexpected repair or simply prepping for your next outdoor adventure,

the SS-0833 has you covered.

A Smart Purchase for Smart Distributors
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Low Price, High Volume, Guaranteed Satisfaction

The low price point of the SS-0833 makes it an attractive offer for bulk sales,

providing distributors with a high-value proposition for their customers. Whether used

as a practical gift or a valuable addition to a product range, the SS-0833 is priced

to ensure a competitive edge in any market.

Quality Control and Customization

Shieldon's commitment to quality is evident in every army knife produced, with strict

adherence to quality control standards. Third-party inspections are embraced to

guarantee that each SS-0833 meets the rigorous demands of your customers. The satin

finish on the main body is not just for aesthetics; it's a statement of the quality

that Shieldon stands by.

In line with Shieldon's OEM services, customization options are available to align

the SS-0833 with your brand identity. From logo engraving to packaging design, Shieldon

offers a personalized touch to make the SS-0833 uniquely yours.

Flexible Minimum Order Quantities

The regular MOQ for ODM services stands at 3000 units for the SS-0833, a manageable

quantity that supports both up-and-coming businesses and established sellers. This

MOQ threshold ensures that you can stock up on a proven seller without overcommitting

resources, allowing for a more dynamic inventory.

Ideal for Various Market Segments

The SS-0833 is a versatile product that appeals to a wide demographic. Its practicality

makes it an ideal offering for camping stores, DIY shops, and even corporate gifting.

The timeless design and multifunctionality ensure that it remains a sought-after item

for various occasions and uses.

An Unbeatable Proposition

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Offering the OEM Army Knife 11-in-1 Model SS-0833 is more than just a business

transaction; it's providing a solution, an aid, and a companion to your customer base.

As part of Shieldon's Manufacturing & Trading Combo business, you're assured of a

partnership that values quality, affordability, and customer satisfaction.

In conclusion, when you choose to carry the SS-0833, you're not just adding a product

to your line; you're embracing a legacy of durability, adaptability, and

uncompromising utility. You're providing a tool that's more than the sum of its parts

– a dependable ally in the hands of those ready to tackle life's challenges, big and

small.

Regulations on Knives in Air Travel
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When it comes to traveling with an army knife, a tool known for its multifunctionality

and practicality, it's essential to be aware of the regulations governing air travel.

The rules about carrying knives on airplanes are strict and clear: you cannot bring

an army knife in your carry-on luggage or on your person. However, there are ways to

travel with your army knife if you plan accordingly.

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) in the United States, along with most

international security agencies, has explicit restrictions on carrying knives onto

an aircraft cabin. The primary reason for these restrictions is, of course, safety.

Since the tragic events of September 11, 2001, there has been a significant tightening

of security protocols concerning what items can be brought on board an aircraft.

According to the TSA, all knives, except for plastic or round-bladed butter knives,

are prohibited in carry-on baggage. This includes army knives, pocket knives, and other

types of multi-tools that contain blades. If you attempt to go through security with
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an army knife in your carry-on bag, you will be stopped, and the item will be confiscated.

Furthermore, trying to conceal a prohibited item can result in fines or even legal

action.

Traveling with an Army Knife

The good news for those who wish to travel with their army knife is that it can be

transported in your checked luggage. Here’s how to properly pack your army knife for

air travel:

1. Clean and Secure: Ensure that your army knife is clean and free from any organic material that could

raise concerns during security screening. It’s best to secure the knife in a sheath or case to prevent it
from opening and to protect the luggage and its handlers.

2. Pack It Properly: Place your army knife in a secure part of your checked luggage, ideally wrapped or

contained in such a way that it will not move around during transit. This not only protects the knife
but also minimizes the risk of the blade cutting through your bag and injuring baggage handlers.

3. Declare if Necessary: While not always required, it’s a good practice to declare that you have a knife

in your checked baggage, especially if you're traveling internationally. Different countries may have
varying rules, and declaring the item can prevent misunderstandings.

4. Know the Destination Laws: Before flying, ensure that the army knife is legal in the destination

you’re traveling to. Knife laws can vary significantly from one place to another, and ignorance of the
law is not typically a valid defense.

5. Consider Mail or Shipping Services: If you are unable to check your knife or are uneasy about

doing so, another option is to mail the knife to your destination in advance via a shipping service.

Alternatives to Traveling with an Army Knife

For many travelers, the utility an army knife provides is desirable even when they

are away from home. If you find yourself needing the functionality of an army knife

during your travels but cannot bring your own, consider these alternatives:

1. Purchase Upon Arrival: You can purchase an army knife at your destination, but this comes with the

responsibility of knowing the local laws and the added cost of buying a new tool.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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2. Use Disposable Tools: Some companies produce disposable multi-tools that can pass security and

be used for minor tasks during your travel.

3. Hotel Amenities: Many hotels offer basic tools for guests to use, which can cover common needs

that would otherwise require an army knife.

Final Thoughts

Traveling with an army knife is entirely possible, but it requires compliance with

air travel regulations. Remembering the simple rule—pack it in your checked

luggage—can save you time, and potentially money, at the airport. Always check the

latest regulations before flying, as rules can and do change. By following these

guidelines, you can ensure that your trusty army knife makes it to your destination

along with you, ready for whatever tasks lie ahead.
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